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Where You Left Us

AUTHOR
RHIANNON WILDE

SYNOPSIS
Cinnamon Prince is angry. She’s living at home with her rockstar father after his latest breakdown, and she’s stuck in a 
town where people have whispered that the Princes aren’t quite right ever since the mysterious disappearance of her 
Great Aunt Sadie. Not that Cinnamon cares about anyone else’s opinion. Except, she might be really starting to care what 
her gorgeous co-worker Daisy Leung thinks.

Scarlett Prince is anxious. Most of the time, and also about spending the summer with her sister and barely there dad. 
She’s holding it together. Just. But when her sister’s ex-boyfriend-now-best-friend Will starts helping her search for the 
truth about Sadie, things get all-the-ways complicated.

Can solving the mystery fix their broken family?

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Rhiannon Wilde is a writer and former Brisbane high school teacher. Her debut novel, Henry Hamlet’s Heart, won the 
Queensland Literary Awards Glendower Award for an Emerging Queensland Writer, was shortlisted for the NSW Premier’s 
Literary Awards—Ethel Turner Prize for Young People’s Literature, longlisted for an Indie Book Award and was a CBCA 
Notable Book. She can usually be found drinking coffee dressed like a slightly subdued Elton John, and lives with her 
partner on a hill near the sea.

THEMES
• Love; Sexuality
• Belonging; Home; Family; Siblings
• Mental Illness (Anxiety, Depression); Gossip
• Ghosts; Hauntings
• Truth

STUDY NOTES
• The opening pages of Where You Left Us act as a prelude to the rest of the narrative. Discuss why the author has 

chosen to write this section in second person. How does this help create a sense of connection between the reader 
and the text? What are you wondering after reading the first few pages? Why is it important that authors invite 
readers to ponder and speculate? 
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 ◦ Return to this prelude once you have finished reading Where You Left Us. Discuss the use of foreshadowing as 
a literary tool. What can we tell about the relationship between the narrator and her father from these opening 
pages? 

• Why does Cinnamon like her brain best ‘when it goes almost quiet’ (p 3)? How does running help her achieve this?
• What is clouding Cinnamon’s mind? Discuss the symbolism of the clouds that ‘scud across her vision’ (p 3). 
• Using the description of Halcyon House on pp 3–4, sketch the setting for this novel. 
• Discuss the language features used on p 12 that describe the bohemian vibe of the Victorian house. Why is this 

description so effective? In what ways is Halcyon like a character in Where You Left Us? How has this been achieved?
• Why do the locals refer to Halycon House as ‘notorious’ rather than ‘infamous’ (see p 4)? What is the difference?
• Cinnamon feels she must take responsibility for Ian’s wellbeing. How is this important to the storyline? 
• Why does Cinnamon see herself and Scarlett as being like ‘chalk and air’ (p 6)? Why does she describe Scarlett as 

‘different and walled’ (p 6)? 
• Using evidence from the text to support your thinking, describe the way Scarlett thinks about herself.
• Why is Cinnamon so angry? Why does Scarlett see her as both angry and fearless? Is Cinnamon fearless? Discuss.
• Why is Scarlett uncomfortable when she feels a ‘Cinnamon kind’ of anger rising in her chest (p 13)? 
• Why does Scarlett hate the ‘explosive part of living near the ocean, of being in her family’ (p 14)? Have you ever felt 

like this? Share with a friend. 
• How is Ian’s depression described in the text? What support does he receive from his family? What is it that helps 

him to reconnect with his family later in the text?
• Why is Cinnamon so confronted by the return of Scarlett? Why does she feel as though everything looks worse now 

that Scarlett is home (p 15)?
• What role does Will play in Cinnamon’s life? Why does she need Will, even though she broke up with him? How 

would the story be different without him?
• Why, in her own bedroom, does Scarlett feel ‘like an interloper, sitting among the debris of someone else’s life’         

(p 21)?
• Why does ‘following codes’ make Scarlett feel better (p 22)?
• What does Scarlett miss about the city? How is she torn between her past and future when returning home? Why 

does she say the sea holds ‘her whole childhood’ (p 23)? 
• Why, when Cinnamon and Will broke up, was it ‘the end of them, and also the beginning’ (p 26)? 
• Why does Cinnamon tell Will ‘it’s okay to be sad’ (p 28)? Discuss the importance of letting oneself feel sad at times. 
• How does Cinnamon feel towards her dad and his depression? Why does she get a ‘falling feeling’ (p 29) when Ian 

retreats within himself? Describe how she feels when she doesn’t want to be angry with him, but it ‘rises sticky in her 
throat’ (p 29) regardless. Have you ever felt like this? Share in a reflection. 

• Why does Cinnamon often feel as though she is ‘standing on a rock, alone, while waves crash hard around her’         
(p 30)? What could she do to feel less this way?

• Discuss the formatting and sentiments on p 33, in which Scarlett reminds herself that she exists. Why are there 
teardrops on this page?

• Discuss the description of a storm building then subsiding: ‘Sheets of grey rain slap at the windows, building 
momentum: let me in, bash-bash-bash, I’m coming, I’m here…Then it’s over: the drumming rain dies like a light globe 
switched off’ (p 34) How might this be a metaphor for the waves of depression, anger, fear, doubt and anxiety that 
the Prince family experience?

• What does Scarlett mean when she wonders how Halcyon feels about being a home ‘for both the living and the 
dead’ (p 36)?

• Why does Scarlett describe Sadie’s painting as having a ‘face like a secret’ (p 38)? Why were Cinnamon and Scarlett ‘a 
little bit in love with Sadie’ when they were younger (p 38)? 

• Why did Sadie move from past to present tense, then back to past tense, for the girls (p 40)? Why does Cinnamon 
lose interest in Sadie?

• Explain why the text is called Where You Left Us.
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• On p 41, Scarlett sees Sadie as ‘ripples of a legend that fans out in low waves to wrap around and cover them all’. 
Does she still think this way by the end of the text? Discuss.

• Why, sometimes, do the ‘months of Broken Up collapse inwards like wet paper’ when Will and Cinnamon are 
together (p 42)? How does this become problematic later in the text?

• What does Cinnamon mean when she says of the empty grave that it reflects the ‘Prince-ness of burying things so 
well there’s nothing there’ (p 42)? What other examples are there of this throughout the text?

• Why, when looking at the empty grave, does Cinnamon feel ‘entangled in it, like being lied to, like being buried too’ 
(p 43)?

• Why is missing Will sometimes Cinnamon’s ‘favourite feeling in the world’ (p 45)? Have you ever felt like this? Share 
with a friend.

• Why does Cinnamon initially see Daisy as ‘dangerous’ (p 48)?
• What is it about Brönte novels that is so appealing to Scarlett (p 49)? How is this evident in the way she lives her life?
• What impact does Ian’s depression have on Scarlett? How is it different from its effect on Cinnamon? 
• Why hasn’t Cinnamon gone swimming since the death of Grandma Maggie? What is it that prompts her to swim with 

Daisy?
• Discuss Amy’s character. Why does Cinnamon treat her so poorly? How and why is Amy’s relationship with Scarlett 

different? 
• Discuss the significance of the soles of Daisy’s shoes digging into Cinnamon’s skin ‘just enough to leave a mark’         

(p 81).
• What were your initial thoughts when Scarlett found Sadie’s hospital records? How did your predictions change as 

the text progressed?
• Discuss the importance of Will and Scarlett’s Sherlock and Watson subplot. How does this help weave the strands of 

the narrative together?
• What does Cinnamon mean when she says ‘she’s not the male gaze’ (p 125)? 
• Why does Cinnamon feel that if she wants something, she ‘can’t have it’ (p 125)? How does this affect her 

relationships and future? What instigates a change to this mindset?
• Why does Scarlett describe herself as ‘half agony, half hope’ (p 130)? Give examples from the text to support your 

thinking.
• How does Will help Scarlett to manage her panic attacks? How does the story of Orpheus and Eurydice help Will and 

Scarlett become closer? 
• Why does Scarlett second-guess ordering a hot chocolate when at the coffee shop with Will? What does this share 

with readers about her?
• What does Doctor Marnie mean by ‘worry postponement’ (p 162)? How does this impede Scarlett? 
• Why does Cinnamon worry about feeling ‘happy-warm’ (p 165)? Why does being ‘scarily happy’ make her forget who 

she is?
• What is it, really, that prevents Cinnamon from allowing herself to be happy?
• What can you learn about managing anxiety from Marnie’s sessions with Scarlett? (See p 174)
• What evidence is there in Where You Left Us that the relationship between Scarlett and Cinnamon will eventually 

heal? 
• What is so different about Cinnamon’s relationship with Daisy that she actually wants to ‘be careful’ with it (p 177)?
• Why does Cinnamon become uncomfortable after meeting Daisy’s parents? What advice would you give her?
• Why does Cinnamon describe Christmas as a ‘non-event’ (p 189), while Scarlett says ‘Christmas is an Event’ (p 195)? 

How does this typify their differences? 
• Even though she says she doesn’t know what she’s doing, why does Cinnamon spray herself all over with Daisy’s 

perfume at the shops (p 202)?
• Why, when discovering Will and Scarlett together, does Cinnamon feel ‘the kind of angry where you feel like if you 

scream, pieces of you will fall out’ Does Cinnamon have a right to feel this way? Discuss.
• Why, after discussing their break-up properly, does Cinnamon say to Will that she may need him not to be there for 
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her for a while (p 231)?
• What is beneficial about Cinnamon’s stay at Phe and Mattie’s place after she fights with Scarlett? How might this help 

her imagine a different kind of future for herself?
• Why does Cinnamon ghost Daisy? What would you say to Cinnamon about this?
• Why does wearing her sister’s clothes make Scarlett feel ‘inexplicably brave’ (p 262)? How does Scarlett show 

courage on her own merit?
• Discuss why the author has used different formatting in the chapters narrated by Cinnamon and Scarlett to reveal 

more about their characters? Why does Scarlett ‘keep her thoughts in list form’ and separate her thoughts into 
‘Sherlock things’ and ‘Scarlett things’ (p 269)? How are Cinnamon’s inner thoughts captured? How does this help 
readers to connect with each of the protagonists?

• Re-read the last paragraph on p 270. Why is there a lack of punctuation? 
 ◦ Discuss the formatting and words on p 271. What is happening at this stage of the narrative?

• What did Maggie mean when she said ‘the past was a place in the same way the future is, only backwards’ (p 274)? 
How does this help the girls?

• Why does Scarlett feel like crying ‘in a way that’s not at all bad’ when she hears Cinnamon speaking softly to Daisy   
(p 283)? What does this tell readers about their relationship?

• Why does Cinnamon watch old video interviews of her father on YouTube? How do his views on truth help her (see   
p 299)?

• What does it mean for Cinnamon to become ‘full of velvety hope’ (p 300)? How might she feel about this?
• What does Marnie mean when she tells Scarlett to be ‘vulnerable sometimes with people who deserve it’ (p 302)? 
• Why, after their journey to Wonderland, does Cinnamon feel her hometown ‘looks different’ (p 321)? In what ways is 

it different? What is Cinnamon letting go of in Chapter 51? 
• Write an explanation about the theme of ‘home’ as explored in Where You Left Us.
• What does Scarlett come to realise about the importance of acceptance? How will this help her in the future?
• What do you think is the main message in Where You Left Us? 
• How does discovering the truth about their family help Cinnamon and Scarlett to heal and move forward with their 

lives? How are history and truth central themes of Where You Left Us?
• Discuss the gothic nature of Where You Left Us. How does this shape the mood of the text? 
• Compare Cinnamon’s and Scarlett’s personalities. How are they similar and different? Why don’t they get along? 

What do you think they admire about one another? What would help strengthen their relationship? 
• Using details from Where You Left Us, create a vision board that captures the settings of either Halcyon House or 

Wonderland. 
• What comment does Where You Left Us make about gender as a construct? How do the relationships formed reveal 

the true nature of love?
• How do Cinnamon and Scarlett develop and change from the beginning to the end of the text? In what ways is 

Where You Left Us a classic coming-of-age story?
• Choose a part of the story to rewrite from Will’s or Daisy’s point of view. Alternatively, write a passage from Sadie’s 

point of view.
• Create a story map that outlines the main plot points of this story. 
• In pairs, create a monologue that demonstrates your understanding of the characters, settings and themes shared in 

Where You Left Us.
• Discuss the contribution to the text of Rhiannon Wilde’s use of figurative language. Some examples include: 

 ◦ the waves lap at the rocks below and … hiss-crash over each other onto wet sand (p 1)
 ◦ all her maybe-futures flowing through her limbs in a hot nervous flare (p 21)
 ◦ A trailing coral-coloured shawl hugging her arms like a spider web (p 68)
 ◦ Guilt is in your body, though, wet like rain or dread (p 233)
 ◦ It feels like collaboratively making art (p 257)
 ◦ Cinnamon is a lightning bolt of glad (p 279)
 ◦ Guilt rushes over Scarlett monsoon-fast (p 306)
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